Installing a “D&L” D Curtain Rod
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1 curved side rods (2)
2 short straight rod
3 long straight rod
4 wall flange (2)
5 D Bar loops (2)
6 ceiling support flange
7 ceiling support loop
8 Ceiling support rod
9 sleeves (2)
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Installation Instructions
A: Lay everything out on the floor ( I like a rug down first) (take a look at the Picture)
This is to help you make sure you have all the parts and pieces before you’re up on the ladder trying to
install it.
B: Slide loop #7 on to short rod #2
C: Connect the D bar loops #5 on to the ends of the long straight rod #3

D: You may want to use blue painters tape to hold the loops where you want them. Loosen set screw to both D bar
loops #5 so the long strait rod #3 can slide through.
E: squeeze sleeves #9 together slightly so you can slide them into the shorter end of the curved side rods Only slide
them in halfway. Then slide the end of the short straight rod #2 onto the other side of the sleeve. (If it slides on to
easily you may need remove the sleeve, open the sleeve wider to make it bigger. This will tighten up the connection. (This will make the connection firmer)
F: Slide the long end of the curved side rods #1 into the loop hole #5 which are already attached to rod #3
(sometimes it is easier to do step C after this step)
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At this point your D rod should look like the one pictured above. (Note 7 is already on rod)
G Slide your flanges on to your rod, measure where your screw holes will go. Measure twice, screw once!! Install
the flanges on the wall.
H Once the end flanges are in you can hold your D rod up and mark where you want your ceiling support screws to
go in. (Putting your ceiling support rod closer to the opposite end of the faucet will give you more room to open
your curtain.)
I: Take the D ring rod down and install the molly screws inlets (if you plan to use them )
J: Thread ceiling rod #8 on to the loop #7 (which should already be connected to the short strait bar # 2 , you can
slide in place) then thread the ceiling flange #6 onto the other end of the rod.
K: slide rod ends into the flanges on wall and install the ceiling flange Thread rod to adjust height .
Make sure everything is where you want it and tighten all set screws on wall flanges#4 and loops#5 .
Remove and tape on your d rod and install you’re curtain hooks Make sure you put some hooks on sides of the
ceiling support as they will not slide past, you will open your curtain on the side by the faucet.
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